ABSTRACT. On any compact complex surface M, divisors of nonnegative selfintersection which are contained in the zero set (or in the integral set) of a holomorphic 1-form are shown to induce a fibration of M onto a Riemann surface. This result is extended to higher dimensions for M projective. Applications to zero sets of holomorphic 1-forms on surfaces are given.
Introduction.
The zero set of a vector field on a compact manifold M has for some time been known to convey structural information about M. In the compact holomorphic category, zero sets of holomorphic vector fields provide extensions of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, and, for M Kahler, the dimension of the zero set of a holomorphic vector field relates to cohomological vanishing (via the CarrellLieberman theorem [2] ).
In the dual case, the zero set (and more generally the integral set) of a holomorphic 1-form can convey structural information for a compact complex manifold M. In Theorem 1, we show that structural information is obtained for any compact surface which carries a holomorphic 1-form pulling back to zero on a divisor D of nonnegative self-intersection. In Theorem 2, we extend this result to the case M is higher dimensional and projective.
We state THEOREM 1. Let S be any compact complex surface having a holomorphic 1-form (p. If D is any divisor on S satisfying DD > 0 and cp pulls back to zero on D, then there exists a holomorphic map f: S -► R onto a compact Riemann surface satisfying
(1) 4> = f*(<Pp) for some <PR € H°(R,nlR). Notationally, D ■ D is the intersection pairing of D with itself, flj^ denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 1-forms on the manifold M. A holomorphic 1-form <p is said to pull back to zero on a divisor D = J2j=i njDj if and only if i*tp = 0 on Dj for each j, where ij: Dj -> S is inclusion. We remark that if <f> vanishes on D then it necessarily pulls back to zero on D, but the converse need not hold.
Theorem 1 and its converse characterize the existence of a holomorphic map /: S -► 7? from a compact complex surface onto a compact Riemann surface of genus g(R) > 1. The converse of Theorem 1 is easily seen to hold: if /: S -► 7? is holomorphic onto a compact Riemann surface of genus g(R) > 1, and if D is the divisor associated to any fiber of /, then D D = 0 and f*(<pRJ pulls back to zero on D for any <j>r e H°(R, flR). Note, therefore, that the condition that D ■ D > 0 in the theorem is a natural one. § §1 and 2 give the proof of Theorem 1 in the Kahler and non-Kahler cases. §3 extends Theorem 1 to the higher dimensional, projective case. §4 gives some remarks and two applications in the surface setting. We mention these here. If a curve C in a compact surface 5 is contained in the zero set of a holomorphic 1-form then its genus g(C) is bounded above in terms of Chern numbers of 5. As a partial converse, if C is of sufficiently low genus and has nonnegative self-intersection then G has zero self-intersection and must be contained in the zero set of a holomorphic 1-form on S.
1. Proof of Theorem 1: The Kahler case. In this section we utilize an idea of A. J. Sommese to use the Albanese mapping and the characterization of an exceptional set in S in terms of the negative definiteness of its self-intersection matrix, in showing the Kahler case. We remark that the algebraic case has been shown by C. P. Ramanujam [6] and by F. Catanese [3, p. 510] .
Assume that S is Kahler; for the moment it is assumed that D = X^_i njDj is connected. Without any loss of generality, we also assume S is free of exceptional curves of the first kind.
Let as : S -► A(S) be the Albanese mapping of S into its Albanese torus A(S). The method is to produce a subtorus Ty of A(S) with as(UJ=i Uj) C Ty, but with as(S) gt Ty. Defining T := A(S)/Ty as the quotient torus and Q: A(S) -> T as the quotient map, it will be shown that Qoas (S) in T is one-dimensional. Taking the Stein factorization of Q o as S U R Q°as i y g T it will be shown that /: S -► R is the holomorphic mapping in Theorem 1. It will then be shown that g: R -► T is the Albanese mapping of 7? into its Albanese torus A(R) = T. Hence Qoas(S) is biholomorphic to R and / can be taken to be Qo asNotationally, for D = E,=injAi ^et Fj: Nj -* Dj be the normalization of Dj and let ij: Dj -+ S be inclusion. Choose base points pj € Nj to obtain the Albanese mappings of Nj, aj: Nj -► A(Nj) for each j. Let p = iy o Fy(py) be the base point in S for as ■ By the universal property of the Albanese mapping, there are Lie group homomorphisms qj: A(Nj) -> A(S) and translations tj € A(S) with (qj o aj) + tj = as ° (ij ° Fj). It is easily seen that tj € span* =1(qj(A(Nj))). Observe next that F is an exceptional set in U via the map /. This is done in two steps. First, F is nowhere discrete and satisfies /: (U\F) -► 5^\p' is a biholomorphism. The latter follows from Zariski's Main Theorem [10] . The second step is to observe that for all V open cy/*:
is an isomorphism. /* clearly injects and it is surjective by normality of S". So F is exceptional in U.
F being an exceptional set is characterized by the fact that the matrix (Fi-Fj) of the intersection pairings of the irreducible components Ft of F is negative definite So assume S is elliptic, satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, and 4>eH°(S,fls)\7r* H°(R,flR).
We rely on the fact that, since </> is a nonpullback holomorphic 1-form on an elliptic surface, <b can never vanish on S, every fiber of n is a smooth torus, and away from multiple fibers S has the structure of a principal torus bundle with constant transition functions [8] . Dj meets any fiber F of it tangentially at p € Dj tl F, then <p pulls back to zero at p on F and, since F is a torus, (p pulls back to zero identically on F. This implies that (p pulls back to zero on every fiber of ir and therefore that <f> € n*H°(R, flR) [8] , contrary to the assumption of case (2 We next show that the m-fold cover X' ~ D'y x T of S" can be completed in a natural way to an m-fold cover X of S, with X biholomorphic to Dy x T. This then shows 5 is algebraic, since its cover Dy xT is. Hence S is Kahler and case (2) is vacuous as claimed, proving Theorem 1 in general.
X is constructed by taking suitable covers Yj of neighborhoods of the multiple fibers Bi, and patching the Yj into X'. Examine S" near a multiple fiber Bi. Let S* = ir~1(Ai)\Bi c S" where Aj is a coordinate disc neighborhood in 72 centered at ir(Bi). Let u, be a fixed coordinate function on Aj with Ui(ir(Bi)) = 0. Define *i = ^HS*) C X'; explicitly X* = {(d,p) e (S* n Dy) x S* \ ir(d) = ir(p)}. Let where (fT-i(A.) is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on 7r_1(Aj). Yi has the structure of an mj-fold cover of 7r_1(Aj) under first factor projection p,: Yi -► 7T_1(A,), while each X*n has the structure of an mj-fold cover of S* C 7r_1(Aj) under second factor projection 7r2. These covering structures on Yi and X*n in fact coincide over S*. To see this, let uin be a fixed coordinate function on Din satisfying (uin)m' = Uj. 
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Hence for each n = 1,..., m/mj a copy of Yj can be patched into X*n C X' via the map 7j~ *. Do this for each multiple fiber T3j to obtain the resulting covering space X of S, with p: X -+ S the covering map induced by 7r2 on X' and p% on Yj. It must be shown next that X is biholomorphic to Dy x T. To accomplish this, it is first shown that the inclusion J^ of D\ into X' extends to an inclusion 7 of 7)i into X. This is done locally by observing that the inclusion of D*n into X*n given by ^f So 7j" = 7m o J2-on D*n for each i, n. The 7jn together with J^ define the inclusion I: Dy -> X. I(Dy) will be the zero section in the trivialization X ~ Dy xT. The map pj": Y% -* Din given by pm(p,z) = u~n1(z(p)) exhibits Yj as a deformation of tori over £)j" (there is no multiple fiber over D,n fl 73j). Since p~nl of any point in D*n is T, p-nl(DinC\B%) = T. Hence pjn is trivial over Di". Note that pj" satisfies ny = pinoqin: X*n -> D*n where iry is first factor projection on X*n C X'. This follows since
So 7Ti: X' -» D'y extends to a global projection p: X -» Dy with fiber T and no multiple fibers. Recall that p: X -► S was the covering map extending 7r2: X' -> S'. Now p*0 is a holomorphic 1-form on A which is not an element of p*H°(Dy, fl1Di), as p*(p pulls back to zero on I(Dy) C X. Hence A is a principal torus bundle over Dy having constant transition functions and fiber T [8] . Letting I(Dy) be the zero section of X over Dy gives X is biholomorphic to Dy x T and finishes the proof of the theorem.
3. The higher dimensional projective case. In this section we generalize Theorem 1 to the case in which M is a compact projective algebraic manifold of arbitrary dimension, where M carries a holomorphic 1-form pulling back to zero on a divisor D which satisfies a certain nonnegativity condition. The main issue is to show that f(M) is one dimensional, which by using Stein factorization, normality, and Proposition 2, will give that f(M) is smooth. Since f(M) cannot be zero dimensional, we only need show that dim f(M) > 2 is prohibited. This is done by slicing M with hyperplane sections.
If dim/(M) were 2 or more, one could choose a hyperplane 77i such that (a) Af n Hy is smooth. where hlfi(S) = dimH°(S,fls), otherwise by(S) = 2h1>°(S) + 1 [5] . In either case 9(U) = Y^=y 9(NCj) being integral and less than or equal to \by(S) -2 implies EjU 9(NCj) < hl>°(S) -2. This gives that To show g(R) > 2, (4.1) allows reduction to the case X)j=i 9(NUj) -0-Since CC = 0, \Jj-i Cj is not an exceptional set in S, and so U»=i Cj is a singular fiber consisting of rational curves. Any elliptic surface containing a singular fiber consisting of rational curves has every holomorphic 1-form as an element of f*H°(R, flR) [8] . Hence /i1-°(5) = g(R) and (4.1) becomes 0 < g(R) -2. D For completeness, we include the statement of two theorems bounding the genus of an irreducible component of a one-dimensional zero set of a holomorphic 1-form on a compact surface. Full details of the proof appear in [9] , but the main idea is sketched here. THEOREM 4. Let S be a compact complex surface and let C be an irreducible curve contained in the zero set of a holomorphic 1-form (p on S. Then the genus of C is bounded by g(C) < 1 + § max(0,c2(5)). Hence, g(C) < 1 + ±max(0,c2(S), c2(S)).
The proof of these theorems is based on the fact that g(C) < ir(C), where 7r(G) = 1 + \(K ■ C + C ■ C) is the virtual genus of G and K is the canonical divisor of S. Theorem 1 gives that G • C < 0 for C contained in the zero set of a holomorphic 1-form. This gives that g(C) < 1 + \K ■ C. One then bounds K ■ C or K ■ C + C ■ C by containing C in either the canonical divisor K or the fiber of a holomorphic map of S onto a Riemann surface. If C is contained in an effective canonical divisor and S is free from exceptional curves, then 0 < K ■ C < K ■ K [5] , giving g(C) < 1 + \K ■ K. If C is contained in the fiber of an appropriate holomorphic map, one relies on the fact that g(C) < g(F) where F is a regular fiber. The remaining cases to handle are: S is ruled giving g(C) = 0; S is elliptic giving g(C) < 1; S maps holomorphically to a Riemann surface 7? with g(R) > 2 giving c2(S) > 4(g(F) -l)(g(R) -1) and hence 1 + c2(S)/4 > g(F) > g(C); and finally S maps to a one-dimensional Albanese torus with C in a fiber and K ■ C < c2(S). As the above five cases are comprehensive, one easily constructs a universal bound g(C) < 1 + ^ max(0, c2(S),c2(S)) for 5 minimal and deduces g(C) < 1 + | max(0,c2(5)) for general S [9].
Finally, in the way of examples of the fiberings of Theorem 1, we remark that in [7] it has been shown that among minimal surfaces of general type there is a class of surfaces admitting holomorphic maps to higher genus Riemann surfaces for which the Chern ratios cl(S)/c2(S) assume all rational values in the interval [£,3] .
